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Glen Morgan (Wed, 29 Jul 2020 at 12:29 AM)
To whom it may concern (and hopefully it concerns someone),
It has come to my attention that David Blomstrom, Candidate for Governor has egregiously violated
Washington State’s campaign finance laws (RCW 42.17A). These violations are as follows:
1. Failure to identify sponsorship on campaign mailers, which explicitly applies to campaigns like this which
are filed as “mini‐reporting” entities (Violation of RCW 42.17A.320 (1), WAC 390‐16‐105(5))
At some point in time during this campaign, Mr. David Blomstrom produced and distributed a state‐wide
mailer of unknown quantity. Unfortunately, David Blomstrom failed to identify himself as the sponsor on the
political campaign advertisement. Due to the weird nature of the mailer, I at first was under the impression
this political mailer was done anonymously as a way to malign or cause harm to David Blomstrom’s reputation,
but upon visiting his website which has the dual purpose of promoting his campaign for Washington State
Governor, but also to peddle his books, which he apparently sells to fund his campaign for Governor. At that
point I realized that the attempt to promote David Blomstrom’s “Jew Flu” book were actually intended not to
libel himself (which is not illegal – see RCW 42.17A.335(3) – a candidate can libel themselves all they want),
but to sell more copies of his book “Jew Flu” which, according to his campaign website, he sells in order to fund
his campaign.
Please keep in mind that David Blomstrom is an experienced candidate for public office (since 1999), having
run for the office of Washington State Governor in 2016, where he was able to garner 4,512 votes for 0.32% of
the vote, which, for the record was substantially far fewer votes than Goodspaceguy who rocked that election
with 13,191 votes for 0.95% of the vote (see attached results). I only point out this electoral result comparison
because candidate David Blomstrom has called for banning Goodspaceguy from running for office on David
Blomstrom’s campaign website (see attached), which is an interesting obsession for a candidate who
apparently has been electorally trounced by the same Goodspaceguy in earlier elections (please see attached
screenshot from David Blomstrom’s campaign website where he advocates for banning Goodspaceguy from
running for office (this is not illegal since RCW 42.17A.335(2) has been found to be unenforceable by the
Washington Supreme Court), but it is just a bit weird.
Please note as well, that this candidate has properly used his disclaimer statement on his website, which I have
attached a screen grab for reference. This proves he is aware of the law and is only selectively choosing to
follow it on rare occasions.
2. Failure to properly identify the party affiliation of candidate in campaign advertising (Violation of RCW
42.17A.320(1))
In the same widely distributed “Jew Flu” flier mailed by candidate for Governor David Blomstrom, the
candidate failed to properly identify the party affiliation of himself in the campaign advertising. Nowhere does
the candidate reference “The Fifth Republic Party,” which was the same political party with which this
candidate identified in his 2016 failed campaign for Governor. While it may very well be that this is a party of
1, the law is crystal clear that this candidate must identify party affiliation on all his campaign advertising,

something he failed to do on the attached flier. Unfortunately, this is just another law David Blomstrom broke
during his current campaign for Governor
It should be noted, for the record, that “The Fifth Republic Party” might be false information provided by this
candidate to the PDC and the Secretary of State as he often appears to be favoring the Socialist Party or
Socialist type parties in the various writings he has posted on his campaign website. Please also note, his
campaign platform is almost identical to a basic Democratic Socialist party or Green Party platform.
3. Failure to report over limit expenditures beyond Mini‐campaign limit threshold, and failure to legally
apply for and change campaign status to full reporting (Violation of WAC 390‐16‐105(2)(a) and WAC 390‐16‐
105(4) and WAC 390‐16‐125)
The expenditures on this campaign appear to have exceeded the mini‐reporting threshold requirements as
defined in WAC 390‐16‐105(2)(a) and there is no evidence that David Blomstrom properly filed to convert his
Mini‐reporting political committee status to full reporting as clearly explained in WAC 390‐16‐105(4) and in
WAC 390‐16‐125.

The evidence for this exceeding of expenditures with his 2020 campaign for Washington State Governor are
the clear evidence of a large, well‐distributed volume of campaign mail (the “Jew Flu” campaign literature
attached), and also the campaign website itself and the sale of promotional literature and campaign SWAG
with which he is funding this campaign. All evidence points to the fact this campaign exceeds the Mini‐
reporting thresh holds clearly defined in WAC 390‐16‐105. Please see attached images of campaign
promotional material this candidate sells on his website to fund his ambitions to become Washington State’s
next Governor.
Please also note, David Blomstrom brags about attempting to purchase advertising in local newspaper websites
(although it appears they rejected his “Jew Flu” campaign advertisement, which appears to have upset him).
Please also note, this candidate openly brags about printing his mailers and other campaign cards in China,
apparently because they are the only ones willing to print his literature (see attached screen capture from his
website).
Please note the sheer volume of books (clearly written to help David Blomstrom’s campaign for Governor and
to fund his political aspirations), these probably combined with the website costs and campaign material (that
we know about) is far in excess of the Mini‐Reporting thresholds defined in law.
I’m sure David Blomstrom is a well‐educated guy. He appears to be a proud graduate of Western Washington’s
Huxley College with a degree in Ecology. He is very concerned about increasing taxes on rich people, very
concerned about the environment and seems to have an unusual fixation and obsession with “the Jews” which
permeates most (if not all) of his campaign literature, websites, campaign books, and other activities in which
he appears to participate as self‐described “Seattle’s only activist.”
I realize other people have accused David Blomstrom of hate speech and Anti‐Semitic writings. I’ve seen this
before when I exposed JZ Knight (one of the largest donors to the Democratic Party at the time, and still the
largest donor ever to the Thurston County Democratic Party) for her racist hate speech about Jews, Mexicans,
Catholics, and others. While people like David Blomstrom and JZ Knight may be hateful in their speech and
writings – they still have the right to make their hate speech. Their hate speech is protected by the 1st
Amendment, even if it offends everyone else (and of course, in Mr. Blomstrom's case that is probably why
those newspapers won't carry his ads and he had to print his cards in China). However, just like JZ Knight, Mr.
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Blomstrom is required to follow Washington State’s campaign finance laws in order to legally distribute the
hate speech he wants to peddle throughout the state.
I read at least two other complaints that have been filed against Mr. Blomstrom so far in this campaign season,
and I believe this complaint is a bit more extensive and detailed on the some of the more specific campaign
finance violations Mr. Blomstrom has committed.
It seems fairly likely there are far more than just these, but the PDC will have to unravel this one during their
investigation to figure it out.
Feel free to let me know if you need any additional details.
Best Regards,
Glen Morgan

What impact does the alleged violation(s) have on the public?
The public has a right to know who is paying for political campaign mailers and which party
the candidate for governor promoted in these "Jew Flu" mailers really is. It is actually hard to
believe these were not intended as parody or punked projects, but it does appear they are real
campaign mailers by a real repeat candidate for office who is putting his Western Washington
University, Huxley College degree to impressive use.
List of attached evidence or contact information where evidence may be found
The candidate's campaign website is a gold mine of data, and trying to figure out how much
money spent on a secretive campaign like this probably needs to start with understanding how
many books, SWAG, and other items he has been selling to fund the campaign.
List of potential witnesses with contact information to reach them
The candidate is the main one. It doesn't seem likely you can vet his printing from the
Chinese vendor, but perhaps if you dig deep enough, you might find someone else associated
with this campaign.
Certification (Complainant)
I certify (or declare) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that
information provided with this complaint is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and
belief.
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Glen Morgan (Tue, 4 Aug 2020 at 12:15 AM)
This is for whoever is handling the case file based on my complaint against David
Blomstrom, a candidate for Washington State Governor. I haven't yet received a formal
case file number, but I wanted to add additional evidence which supports my complaint
claims.
The following is an article in the Spokesman Review by Jim Camden who interviewed David
Blomstrom and asked him about the "JewFlu" mailer and if it was a way to help fund his
campaign (or a way to promote his "JewFlu" book). According to Jim Camden (as he relates
in this article) David Blomstrom said "a little of both." When Jim Camden asked David
Blomstrom about whether it should have been reported as a campaign expenditure with the
PDC, David Blomstrom hung up the phone. This is further evidence, again supporting my
original claim that this is part of a campaign advertisement which clearly didn't comply with
the law, but also the fact that this mailer must have gone to a large audience around the
state:
https://www.spokesman.com/stories/2020/jul/26/spin-control-election-is-near-and-politicsis-in-t/?
Additionally, I am attaching another Facebook post from someone who apparently received
Blomstrom's election campaign mailer "JewFlu" as further evidence of the widespread
nature of this unreported campaign mailer, and I'm also attaching some screen captures of
David Blomstrom's own Facebook posts where he promotes his short-lived online ad for the
"JewFlu" book and his campaign for governor website (largely using much the same
graphics as his unreported mailer). Also, the post by the newspaper who cancelled the ad
after a short-lived run (and it isn't known how much this cost David Blomstrom's campaign
either as an in-kind contribution or an expenditure.
Again, the point here is this evidence seems to support a larger campaign than what could
be concealed by a "Mini-reporting" campaign limit of $5k total or no more than $500 from
any one contributor.
Best Regards,
Glen Morgan

